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GASTEL
THE PRINCE OF PHOTOGRAPHERS
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G iovanni Gastel is today unanimously
recognised as one of the greatest
Italian fashion photographers.  For
many lovers of the language of pho-

tography, I must add that this is a label which
does not sit well with the photographer. In fact
the interpretation of the subject and the techni-
cal research, also applied in very commercial
situations proposed by Gastel, is amazing and
highly rigorous.
This is why, according to critics, the Gastel ef-
fect is something which goes beyond the pro-
fession – albeit very important - of fashion pho-
tographer.
But before we go any further, I would like to
banish this dichotomy of the fashion/artistic
photograph, since only those who are not fa-
miliar with the infinite intricacies of glamorous
photography can use it to take away from the
commercial images of photographers like Gas-
tel the sense of completion they deserve.
First of all, photographic experimentation has
always been at home in the representation of
the scenes of desire used by the fashion sys-
tem to promote its own obsessions. 
Steichen, Man Ray, Munkacsi, Beaton, Ave-
don, Penn…the list could go on and on …not
only have the fashion magazines given them
the opportunity to explore the paradigm of
beauty in photographic images, too hurriedly
abandoned by the art tout court at the begin-
ning of the twentieth century, but they have
configured visions of absolute value which
transcend the commercial context of departure,
shot after shot.
In these visions it is often difficult to separate
to the experimentation and the exploration of
previously unseen points of view, the aesthetic
attention to the field of forces of the elements
“written” in the photographic space, and the
symbolic efficacy of vision.
Only the fashion photograph has chosen the
fusion of these qualitative dimensions as a
rule, proposing itself also within a boundless
sea of images too repetitive and banal, as one
of the photographic genres most effective and
loved by the public. 

With regard to Gastel, creator of acts of fash-
ion photography which have marked a new
epoch (to my mind, certain campaigns for
Krizia remain unsurpassed), I have always
been amazed by his skill at preserving the ele-
gance of the photographic vision even when
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his photographs clearly sought a dialogue with
the most dishevelled and transgressive cre-
ative avant-gardes.
And if we look at his artistic career we quickly
realise that more or less all the important expe-
riences during his time which could be pho-
tographed appear repeatedly throughout his
work.
But this exploration and experimentation have
not led him to adopt an eclectic style or, to put
it a little better, to surf among the plurality of
styles which, depending on the moment, im-
pose themselves on the attention of the public
attentive to the shifts in meaning of photo-
graphic language. His shots always define a
unitary style which we can interpret as the criti-
cal synthesis proposed by Gastel of a certain
viewpoint on the photographic vision.
In my opinion, the fundamental characteristic
of his photographs lies in the visual rewriting of
two passions crucial for fashion and communi-
cation: astonishment and wonder.
The wondrous in Gastel was brilliantly high-
lighted by Germano Celant in the essay pre-
senting an important exhibition dedicated to
the photographer at Milan’s Palazzo della Tri-
ennale in 1997.
“The search for wonderment” – the critic wrote
in the catalogue – “increases the attention to
things, stimulates knowledge, and its recur-
rence serves to arouse a curiosity regarding
objects, figures and phenomena. The invest-
ment of amazement and surprise which allows
the viewer to overcome his expectations of the
known in fact provokes the effect of a new in-
terpretation, sweeping away any definition and
allowing the enrichment and acquisition of a
different knowledge”.
Observe the photos accompanying this article.
How can we fail to realise that our gaze at the
image returns a sense of uncertainty, of sur-
prise, so much so that our mind turns with
greater attention to a vision which seems rare
and exceptional?  This emotional movement
causes a slight tension which encourages us to
gaze a little longer at the photograph. While
the gaze preserves the image, try to be sensi-
tive to what you are feeling and look for words
immediately afterwards to describe the particu-
lar emotion which lingers in your body. 
Here are my impressions of Gastel’s photo-
graphs: it is as if the emotional polarisations
find themselves narcotised, allowing the visual
forces of the image most predisposed to
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knowledge to emerge with greater emphasis.
What are these forces? I would define them as
the perception of new developments and the
immediacy of the visual meaningfulness.
In other words it seems to me that the Gastel
effect is effective because it involves a cogni-
tive process at the limits of natural language. It
is an experience we are never sure we are
able to define, a lingering between emotion
and conscience which forces us to remain in
proximity to the impression of the admired im-
age. A philosopher might add that in this, our
remaining close to the image, there is some-
thing essential for the object.
I therefore understand how Gastel succeeds in
being an intellectual of the photography world,
a poet of images and a great image-maker for
fashion and advertising at the same time. His
images are effective, in other words they rein-
force in the viewer the mixture of thoughts and
emotions which conserves them for the time
necessary for them to be committed to memory.
If I may use a bold metaphor, I would say that
Gastel creates images like a writer shapes a text.
In all writing, the poetic effect comes from work
on words, combining words and weaving
phrases. If from one of Gastel’s photos we try
to imagine what lay before the photographer’s
eyes and we compare that conjecture marked
with realism with the results of his work, the
rewriting he imposes on the object becomes
evident. There is much play in the metamor-
phosis of the object, but the Gastel effect is not
a game to its own ends. Gastel asks us to play
with the image but at the same time he wants
us serious, attentive, a little ironic.
“Writing” a photograph requires a complete
control of the light. This is why Gastel works al-
most exclusively in his studio, using Polaroids
or large format plates. The initial image is sub-
jected to processing, experimentation, conden-
sation, displacement, re-elaboration verging on
painting. The result is a visual symbol with a
very rich intertext, complicated and harmo-
nious. Gastel’s photographs are pleasurable to
look at but at the same time do not disappoint
those who feel interrogated by their silent mes-
sage. They are never banal.
The photographic beauty typical of the Gastel
effect is very distant from the sensuality char-
acterising too many fashion photographs.
Probably the concept of sublimation helps us
to understand the freezing fascination of some
of his photographs. In other words, the photog-
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rapher’s point of view in front of the model de-
viates from the objective sensuality or erotic
provocation, aiming at a new destination where
the sexuality of fashion is neutralised, allowing
abstract and conceptual values to emerge. The
model’s body is elaborated by Gastel’s lan-
guage to remove the erotic potential always
present in fashion shots. The photographer
forces us to perceive a cold seduction which
releases the gaze from the desire which ac-
companies the photograph and allows it to un-
derstand the abstract concept of the rewriting
of the object.
Gastel often asks us to give up that slightly
cannibalesque enthusiasm towards the image
of the beautiful fetishised body; in return he
gives us the chance to grasp a more subtle
control of beauty, capable of letting us see/feel
the nerves of style.  
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n uomo. Il suo volto, la sua anima. 
E il suo stile. Una giacca di shetland lavata; un paio di 
pantaloni di velluto effetto old; un maglione di cashmere; 
una camicia di popeline di cotone stampato. 
Un uomo speciale.
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